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Seasons greetings! We usher in the new year by bringing stronger focus on mitigating economic crime and helping you achieve your business goals. In this 
issue of forensic focus we will discuss building stronger anti-fraud controls for the retail and consumer companies.

In our earlier volumes we have explained and described the potential for corporate fraud and misconduct to easily spread from a small brush fire into a full-
blown firestorm. The increased attention to fraud by regulators has led to improvements in corporate antifraud programmes and provides a good roadmap 
for anti-fraud compliance. In short, it is no longer sufficient to simply react appropriately to issues brought to management’s attention.

Fraud management makes good business sense.  Retail & Consumer companies that establish effective fraud risk management programmes will reduce costs, 
improve profitability, protect their brands and corporate reputation, and mitigate liability. In addition, implementing such a programme will go a long way 
towards helping to maintain investor confidence. We believe that this issue of forensic focus is a valuable blueprint to help you achieve these goals.

We hope that you will enjoy reading this topic and we welcome your comments and suggestions for future topics. Please write to me with your comments 
and suggestions at vidya.rajarao@in.pwc.com

Vidya Rajarao
National Leader, Forensic Services
E: vidya.rajarao@in.pwc.com 
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Introduction
Progressive policy changes under the current government has made India a more attractive destination for the retail industry. The 
decision of the government to allow 51% FDI in multi- brand retail and 100% in single brand retail has set the stage for consumers to 
be more spoilt for choices and has certainly fuelled competition amongst existing and new retailers. Such bountiful opportunities and 
optimism in the market cannot, however, overshadow the grey areas of fraud and misconduct in the retail industry. 

Fraud is damaging to companies and their stakeholders and is of particular concern to Retail & Consumer companies because of the 
critical nature of brand and reputation of these companies. One of the challenges facing retail companies globally is the problem of 
shrinkage. According to the Global Retail Theft Barometer, 2011, India tops the list of shrinkage rate by country (as percentage of sales) 
at 2.38% . In the current economic environment, where revenues are under acute pressure, shrinkage poses a great threat to companies’ 
ability to make profits.  

Companies that are planning a foray in to India through a 100% or 51% FDI route or companies already operating in India should give 
due consideration to ‘fraud proofing’ their India story and include anti-fraud risk assessment. Retail & Consumer companies should 
proactively consider fraud risks as part of their controls rather than passively wait for government bodies, auditors, customers or the 
press to find fraud or misconduct. While it may not be possible to eliminate the risk of fraud altogether, with proper planning, policies and 
procedures, and controls in place, companies can minimise the risk of serious fraud. A comprehensive fraud risk management programme 
can—in addition to helping to prevent and detect fraud—also help companies to effectively respond to a fraud incident with appropriate 
investigation and remediation.

1. Global Retail Theft Barometer 2011, accessible at http://www.retailresearch.org/grtb_currentsurvey.php 
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Revisiting fraud risks
The following section, provides an understanding of the known fraud risks in the Retail & Consumer sector2. 

•	 Trade	loading/Channel	stuffing	– ‘Trade Loading’ (e.g. ‘loading the trade or the distribution channel’) is a marketing practice that 
suppliers sometimes use to boost sales at, or close to the end of a quarter by inducing distributors or resellers to buy substantially 
more inventory than they can reasonably resell, typically by offering deep discounts on the price of inventory. Under normal 
circumstances, these type of transactions generally result in proper recognition of revenue when accompanied by an accrual for 
sales returns and appropriate disclosure. In certain circumstances, however, inducements to overbuy may be accompanied by side 
agreements that allow for certain rights of return on unsold inventory beyond normal sales return policies that, in effect, negate 
the original sale. In another example, inventory may be shipped in excess of the reseller’s original order. When the reseller later 
disputes the amount of inventory sent to them (typically in the supplier’s subsequent accounting period), the supplier may offer deep 
discounts on the inventory or authorise a return right.

•	 Theft	or	misappropriation	of	inventory	can	be	represented	in	the	most	basic	form	of	inventory	theft	— be it shoplifting or 
removing items from existing stock by employees. Theft of inventory along the supply chain before it has reached the company and 
distribution center represent a more sophisticated form of this fraud. 

•	 Return	Fraud 
Return fraud is more common with retail sector and companies should pay special attention to high shrinkage rate, dramatic increase 
in number of returns, return policy not being enforced and increasing number of markdowns due to returns.  Return fraud may take 
various forms some of which are highlighted below - 

 - The return of stolen merchandise;

 - The subsequent resale of stolen merchandise in grey markets;

 - Return of used merchandise, outside of return policy;

 - Product exchanges e.g. a consumer comes to exchange a product which has not been purchased from the store. This is especially 
visible for high-value merchandise such as apparel;

 - Return of merchandise using counterfeit receipts;

 - Sweet heartening- An employee colludes with a friend or another colleague who poses as a customer. The ‘sweet heart’ friend then 
purchases some high-value item but is billed for a much-cheaper product.

•	 Operational	Fraud  
Retail and Consumer companies are optimising operations, increasing efficiencies, assessing their supply chains and in-store 
operations. It is important for companies to have strong controls in processes to avoid operational frauds resulting from - 

 - Revenue leakage resulting from under-pricing of products without bar code/ pilferage of such products;
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2. Please note that these are illustrative fraud risks and not an exhaustive list of fraud schemes.
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 - Bar code frauds such as forged bar code labels;

 - Siphoning of discount coupons, promotional items by employees;

 - Deliberate un-optimised inventories maintained at stores;

 - Expense fraud resulting from fraudulent cash register disbursements;

 - Deliberate inaccuracy in supervision and administration at retail outlets, departmental stores and supermarkets and;

 - Tampering of IT systems for procurement, warehousing, inventory management or sales; more so considering the vast distribution 
network that retail companies operate in. 

•	 Procurement/	Intermediary	Fraud	 
As is the case for every sector, retail sector is subject to the risks and fraud embedded in the procurement cycle. Selection of vendors 
and their assessment of vendor relationships is a continuous process which companies need to follow. Procurement fraud may take 
various forms - 

 - Bid Rigging/ Phantom Bids/ Collusion  
The parties bidding for contracts misrepresent that they are competing against each other when, in fact, they agree to co-operate on 
the winning bid to increase profits. Tender criteria may be distorted in favour of a particular tender; information may be leaked for 
the benefit of a bidder; there may be collusion between bidders. Bid rotation, bid suppression, complementary bids, phantom bids 
may be prevalent in faulty bidding processes.

 - Favoritism and Conflict of Interest  
This occurs at the time of selection of suppliers/ vendors during the procurement phase. This involves selection of particular 
vendors without adequate evaluation and ignoring competitive quotes. This may lead to disadvantage of the retailer procuring 
items either in terms of compromise on quality or financial loss which would be the result of overcharging by the vendor.

 - Kickbacks  
Favouritism is often a result of kickbacks or incentives given to employees by the vendor for his or her selection.

•	 Online	Retail	&	Credit	Card	Fraud  
E-commerce, online retail sales in India is still in its infancy. However, with the number of internet users increasing every year and 
credit card transactions on the rise, there is a huge potential for internet retailing in the country. Retail companies need to put in place 
adequate processes and technology to avoid costs resulting from online frauds like fake sales, fraudulent identities, revenue leakage 
and charge backs.
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•	 Counterfeits	and	Economic	Adulteration

 - Counterfeits  
Retail companies face the risk of reduction of revenues and loss of reputation as a result of counterfeit products being sold in the 
grey markets. Counterfeit threat is higher for cosmetics and luxury brands. 

 - Economic Adulteration  
Another growing risk is economic adulteration i.e. faulty and low quality products being sold in retail outlets to consumers or 
faulty products being mixed with good quality produce. Adulteration fraud is experienced more in food, agriculture and pharmacy 
business. Retail and Consumer sector suffers in terms of payment of fines for distribution of such adulterated products as well as 
heavy loss of consumer confidence, consumer health hazards and resultant litigations. 

•	 Data	and	Information	Theft,	IP	Infringement  
Retail and Consumer companies in India are focusing on product development and launching new brands for product differentiation 
and value creation. Considering this trend, it is  important for companies to protect themselves from theft of intellectual property. 
Information about new product launches and product development is critical. Theft of this information is on the rise and companies 
should take pro-active steps to protect their intellectual property and confidential or sensitive information.

•	 Outsourcing	Fraud  
New trends in Retail and Consumer companies include outsourcing of various activities like third party manufacturing, outsourcing 
of logistics and warehousing solutions, technology and outsourcing services to manage large scale staffing, recruitment and employee 
training programmes. While this will go a long way to bring in operational efficiencies, there are certain risks associated with this 
outsourcing strategy which need to be addressed. Outsourcing risk and fraud may take various forms;

 - Supplier being fraudulent, not adhering to the company’s professional and ethical values;

 - Supply chain fraud, in the form of undisclosed commission payment;

 - Related Party arrangements including collusion between company personnel and suppliers which are prejudicial to the company;

 - Quality compromise and product substitution schemes by suppliers to maintain margins and;

 - Employee recruitment scams, including staffing of related parties, staffing without adequate background screening furthering the 
risk of employee frauds and theft by employees.

•	 Anti-	Competitive	activity  
The Competition Commission of India is a watchdog for illegal activities like formation of cartels, setting entry barriers, price fixing 
for products sold, market allocation agreements, sole supplier contracts undertaken by suppliers and/or manufacturers to prohibit 
competition.  Retail brands colluding with suppliers and manufacturers in such price fixing agreements will come under the purview 
of the Competition Commission of India. Activities such as horizontal price fixing, under-pricing by big retailers to cut competition 
may be heavily penalised by the Comeptition Commission for anti-competitive behaviour. This risk is unique in nature and needs 
attention with growing active enforcement in other sectors such as  cement and automobile sector.
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Building stronger anti-fraud programme
A	strong	control	environment	plays	a	crucial	role	in	reducing	the	risk	of	fraud	and	misconduct	within	companies	and	their	dynamic	
business	environment.

The pre-requisites for building a strong anti-fraud control framework includes a five-step approach. This approach is however dynamic 
and can be adjusted to suit the size and needs of companies.

	1 Management	Accountability	 
Leading practices in retail industry include the following - 

• Demonstrate a strong “tone at the top” that flows across the comapny including different geographies;

• Demonstrate that the management views mitigating fraud, corruption and misconduct as a core responsibility; 

• Management should participate actively in the fraud, corruption and misconduct risk and controls assessment; 

• Ensure that all suspected allegations of misconduct are independently investigated, and; 

• Take appropriate, consistent remediation action in instances of violations.

	2 Develop	scenarios	through	fraud	risk	assessment	 
Companies with the oversight of the management should assess vulnerability to fraud, corruption and misconduct on a systematic 
rather than haphazard or informal manner. The assessment should consider - 

• incentives, pressures, attitudes and rationale to commit fraud, corruption and other misconduct, and

• opportunities and various ways that fraud, corruption might occur including,
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 - schemes and scenarios common to the retail industry sector and markets in which the company operates,

 - geographic regions where the company does business, 

 - unusual or complex transactions subject to significant management influence, 

• degree of estimates and judgments in operation, and financial reporting, and

• vulnerability to override, collusion, unauthorised access and other schemes to circumvent existing control activities.

In the process of development of fraud scenarios, it is helpful and advisable to include key personnel from various levels of the company. 
This is useful as the fraud may have a spill over effect on various departments or there may be cross functional collusion. Including 
personnel from management, head of departments like purchase, sales, procurement, inventory management and other business process 
owners, information security and audit committee will help develop a holistic repository of fraud scenarios. Further such involvement 
also helps to form an adept incident response team. Some of the initital procedures in fraud risk assessment must consider the following 
and must ensure that the entire procedure is well documented – 

• scheme inventories,

• industry research, 

• brainstorming, 

• results of internal investigations, audits and other business reviews, 

• focus groups, and

• interviews of personnel at various levels of the organisation.

• Identify controls to address potential fraud ‘hotspots’

Fraud risks must be assessed in tandem with the effectiveness of the internal controls instituted to mitigate such risks. A company 
should be able to link control activities relied upon to prevent and detect high impact fraud, corruption, and misconduct schemes 
and scenarios. Companies may – 

• link specific control activities to all risks assessed as potentially having a high impact and;

• document procedures like 

 - Evaluation of design of controls against override, collusion, unauthorised access and collusion and; 

 - Validation of operating effectiveness of controls.

While identifying such controls, companies can also come across low or inconsequential risks. In such a scenario it is important to 
document the rationale for presuming such risks as low or inconsequential along with reasons for categorising any risk as high. Ap-
propriate controls can be designed based on such documentation. Additionally, companies must conduct assessments in response 
to significant events, e.g., restructuring, changes in economic conditions, acquisitions, entry into new markets/ products, downsiz-
ing, etc.
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	3 Assess	&	monitor	controls	to	address	fraud	risks	 
Due to complex supply chain and logistics and vast expanse of distribution network, retail and consumer companies may 
become complacent in assessing and monitoring fraud risks. The department charged with the responsibility must identify 
risk indicators; that is, red flags and other facts that indicate the possibility that fraud, corruption or misconduct is occurring. 
Moreover, the fraud risk scenarios must be regularly updated and corresponding controls must be modified to remain 
abreast with the changing business environment. While assessing controls and fraud risks, it must be considered to maximise 
information technology as a prevention and detection tool, including existing information systems, third party software and 
custom designed software as needed. 

	4 Incident	response	&	remediation	  
Companies must implement a standardised plan and process for tracking, reporting and responding to allegations of 
misconduct. Where appropriate, the investigative process should allow for an investigation that is conducted independently 
of management. Audit Committee and external auditors should be advised of deficiencies in internal controls and of any 
fraud involving management or other employees who have a significant role in internal controls. An ethics policy and and 
ethics helpline significantly helps to detect fraud and encourages whistle blowers to report fraud and misconduct. For retail 
companies it is significant to keep the ethics helpline accessible to third parties owing to significant dependency on such 
business relationships. With respect to remediation, companies should develop a standardised process for activities to prevent 
recurrence of misconduct, including: 

• Appropriate disciplinary and legal action against primary and secondary wrongdoers; 

• Forensic reviews to assess whether the wrongdoers engaged in any other, unrelated wrongdoing or whether similar misconduct 
occurred elsewhere in the company; 

• Root cause analysis; 

• Reporting of incidents to appropriate third parties;

• Provision of financial and other forms of restitution to those harmed, 

	5 Internal	Communication	 
An important link that acts like an adhesive to the a strong anti-fraud programme is timely internal communication. Companies 
should collect and share information regarding prevention, detection, investigation and remediation of fraud, corruption 
and misconduct, identified risks, strengths and weaknesses of antifraud control activities, allegations of misconduct and 
remediation efforts.  Management should take reasonable steps to communicate periodically and in a practical manner its 
standards and procedures, and other aspects of its programmes and controls to prevent and detect fraud, corruption, and 
misconduct to members of the governing authority, high-level personnel, substantial authority personnel, employees, and, as 
appropriate, third parties, e.g., joint venture partners, agents.
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Conclusion
Retail and consumer companies are facing a number of challenges. Companies are dealing with constant pressure of shrinking economy, 
skyrocketing fuel costs and escalating input costs. Additionally, companies have to meet rising consumer demand for product and price 
innovation. Such challenges place further pressure on companies and its business partners and such pressure may provide opportunity 
and incentive for fraudsters to commit economic crime.

Due to the very nature of the retail industry, salaries at retail outlet level are maintained at lower level. However, easy access to expensive 
products provides a rationalisation to commit fraud to supplement lower salaries. Hence while instituting controls, companies must be 
wary of such behavioural challenges in addition to more sophisticated and high level challenges.

In India, the retail industry is currently in the midst of a period of intense change. India, considered as a growth market, is in the spotlight 
for sourcing, production and other retail opportunities. Companies  should  monitor suppliers rigorously in emerging markets to prevent 
fraud and corruption. Companies need to correlate their market expansion strategies with the potential increased risk of economic crime. 
Retailers and consumer goods companies should shift away from a narrow focus on shrinkage and utilize a company-wide approach on 
monitoring, detection, and investigation. This  expanded view will provide them with a better vision of the overall economic crime risks 
and enable appropriate management of such risks.
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